
508/2 Dind Street, Milsons Point, NSW 2061
Apartment For Rent
Friday, 3 May 2024

508/2 Dind Street, Milsons Point, NSW 2061

Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

'Vicky Luo'

0411870662

https://realsearch.com.au/508-2-dind-street-milsons-point-nsw-2061-2
https://realsearch.com.au/vicky-luo-real-estate-agent-from-advance-vision-group


$990 pw

Renowned "Pinnacle" residence. This benchmark in architectural excellence, sitting in the front row of Sydney's dress

circle has been designed to complement and blend with the waters of Sydney Harbour and Bridge. A Bridge with intimate

views of the harbour's living sculpture of light, steel and water framed in the "Havana" style. This outstanding apartment

offers the most extraordinary panoramic views of Sydney.  Style, design and distinction have been taken far beyond the

architecture structure of this building.• Exquisitely designed throughout• Subtly elegant• TimelessResidents and their

guests are embraced as soon as they enter the grand lobby, surrounded by calming atmosphere reflection pools and

tranquil waterfalls. Concealed pillar lighting, serpentine cubed glass wall, tropical landscaping and elegant murals

combine with a custom made bronze sculpture over a sheet of water reflected to create a pool of distinction of 20 meters

long. A reception of honed and polished stone, copper and walnut highlights with a splash of colour complete the ultimate

entrance.   • Enter the lobby and as you walk to the apartment, you will experience a unique array of carefully selected

finishes and hammertone and teal metallic surfaces give birth to unusual colour and subtle touches of finesse. • 'Sante Fe'

is inspired by the natural landscape of soft desert tones- sand, driftwood and stone. Finishes of distinct quality include

Italian Limestone flowing from the entrance through to the living room and kitchen which itself is furnished with metallic

effect painted surfaces and premium European appliances. Superbly detailed and finished with quality inclusions, lavish

bathrooms and remarkably tailored kitchen.Other features include:• Fully air conditioned• One underground security

parking spaces in a full security building. • recreation area includes a pool, spa, sauna, gym and library of matching

excellence. This outstanding apartment offers a haven after the adventures of a fulfilling day. Living in an apartment at the

Pinnacle will be a statement in its own right. But perhaps the most important of all is that it provides a resting place with a

feeling of satisfaction that you can share the beauty of this world renowned city every day you come home and each

morning when you wake up. To grab this opportunity  please call Vicky on 0411 870 662 to arrange appointment for

inspection.


